John Muir Papers in the Press

BBC Scotland Outdoors podcast

BBC radio hosts visit Pacific

“How John Muir’s incessant study saved Yosemite,” The Conversation, April 21, 2016

“John Muir’s Journals: Read, Decipher, Share,” KQED, April 21, 2016

“Volunteers Needed To Transcribe John Muir’s Hand-Written Journals,” CBS SFBayArea, April 13, 2015


“Pacific asks the public to help decipher Muir’s journals,” The Record, Jan. 11, 2015

“Viall: John Muir’s Stockton trail,” The Record, Dec. 24, 2014

“John Muir’s connection to Stockton,” The Record, March 31, 2014

“John Muir legacy lives strong at Pacific,” March 18, 2014

“The legacy of Muir,” The Record, March 15, 2014
